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Abstract—Channel allocation is the task of assigning channels
to users such that some objective (e.g., sum-rate) is maximized.
In centralized networks such as cellular networks, this task is
carried by the base station (BS) which gathers the channel state
information (CSI) from the users and computes the optimal
solution. In distributed networks such as ad-hoc and device-
to-device (D2D) networks, no BS exists and conveying global
CSI between users is costly or simply impractical. When the
CSI is time varying and unknown to the users, the users face
the challenge of both learning the channel statistics online and
converging to a good channel allocation. This introduces a multi-
armed bandit (MAB) scenario with multiple decision makers. If
two or more users choose the same channel, a collision occurs and
they all receive zero reward. We propose a distributed channel
allocation algorithm that each user runs and converges to the
optimal allocation while achieving an order optimal regret of
O (log T ), where T denotes the length of time horizon. The
algorithm is based on a carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA)
implementation of the distributed auction algorithm. It does
not require any exchange of information between users. Users
need only to observe a single channel at a time and sense
if there is a transmission on that channel, without decoding
the transmissions or identifying the transmitting users. We
demonstrate the performance of our algorithm using simulated
LTE and 5G channels.

Index Terms—Distributed channel allocation, Multiplayer
multi-armed bandit, online learning, dynamic spectrum accesses,
resource management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Channel allocation in wireless communication is one of the

fundamental management tasks. It has been widely studied
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for various wireless networks [1]–[5]. In the traditional cen-

tralized systems, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

Access (OFDMA) was investigated extensively to meet the

high demand for efficient spectrum utilization. If users can

be assigned to sub-channels efficiently, certain gains can be

derived from the diversity of the channel. The main issue for

the OFDMA systems is joint power and sub-carrier allocation

in the downlink direction [6]–[9] and sub-carrier assignment

in the uplink direction [10]–[12]. Due to the global view of

the whole network, the centralized approach is able to obtain

the optimal solution of a desired performance metric. The

optimal channel allocation can be computed using the well-

known Hungarian method [13].

However, there are some disadvantages that limit the practi-

cality of the centralized approach such as significant signaling

overhead, increased implementation complexity and higher la-

tency in dealing with resource allocation problems. Moreover,

emerging wireless networking paradigms such as cognitive

radio networks, ad-hoc networks, and D2D communications

are inherently distributed. A complete information about the

network state is typically not available online, which makes

the computation of optimal policies intractable for these net-

works. Hence, it is desirable to develop a distributed learning

algorithm for dynamic spectrum access that can effectively

adapt to general complex real-world settings in dense and

heterogeneous wireless environments. Moreover, open sharing

model employs spectrum sharing among peer users as the basis

for managing a spectral band. Advocates of this model draw

support from the phenomenal success of wireless services

operating in the unlicensed industrial, scientific, and medical

(ISM) radio band (e.g., WiFi). Centralized and distributed

spectrum sharing strategies have been initially investigated to

address technological challenges under this spectrum manage-

ment model.

The center of the channel allocation task is the combinato-

rial optimization assignment problem. Solving the assignment

problem distributedly is a major challenge that has received

considerable attention. The famous auction algorithm [14]

proposed a distributed method to solve the assignment problem

where users send their bids to an auctioneer. In [15] a fully

distributed version of the auction algorithm was suggested

that exploits carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) in order

to avoid the need for an auctioneer.

If the resource (channel) values are not known in advance

by the users, they have to learn these values online. Learning

the CSI in real-time comes at the expense of using the best

known channels so far. This introduces the well-known trade
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off between exploration and exploitation that is captured by the

multi-player multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem. In this case,

there are several decision makers facing this problem, and

when two or more choose the same channel, they receive zero

reward. Similarly to other MAB problems, the performance is

measured by the expected difference between the actual sum of

rewards and the sum of rewards that could have been achieved

if the users had perfect knowledge of the CSI. However, as

opposed to classical MAB problems, the interaction between

the users significantly complicates the learning aspects of the

problem. To address that, deep reinforcement learning and

Q-learning methods have been proposed for these problems

[16]–[18], and shown to perform well for small-size models.

However, for large-scale networks these methods perform

poorly since the number of states of the learning algorithm

increases exponentially in the number of users.

In [19], the auction algorithm [14] was used as a basis for

a distributed algorithm that achieves an expected sum regret

of O(log T ), where T denotes the length of time horizon.

However, since it relies on [14], this algorithm requires com-

munication between users in order to exchange the bids and

determine the winning user in each auction. To implement this

algorithm, users need to know which user transmitted on which

channel. In this manner, they can use their public channel

choices as a signaling method. In practice, this knowledge

requires that users decode at least part of the transmission

to identify the ID of the transmitting users. Besides being

computationally demanding, this might be highly non-trivial

when multiple users transmit on the same channel and all their

IDs need to be decoded from the mixture.

In this paper, we overcome this requirement by proposing a

distributed algorithm termed Online Auction based Learning

Algorithm (OALA) that relies on [15] instead of [14]. The

algorithm in [15] assumes that the CSI is known. It also uses

a continuous back-off time and assumes no tied bids. We lift

all these assumptions in our novel MAC protocol. Our protocol

achieves an expected sum regret of O(log T ), but in contrast

to [19], only requires each user to sense the channel that the

user is using and detect if there are other transmissions on this

channel. Users do not need to know which user transmitted

on which channel or how many of them did. Therefore, our

algorithm offers the same order optimal performance as [19]

but with dramatically simpler implementation.

A. Related Works

Developing multi-armed bandit (MAB)-based methods for

solving dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) problems is a

relatively new research direction, motivated by recent devel-

opments of MAB in various other fields, and many works

have been done in this direction recently. A couple of these

works [20]–[23] considered a cognitive radio scenario where

a set of channels can be either free or occupied by a primary

user that interferes all secondary users. A generalized scenario

was considered in [24]–[26], where the channel qualities are

not binary, but still all users have the same vector of chan-

nel qualities. Recently, the case of a full channel allocation

scenario where different users have different channel qualities

(a matrix of channel qualities) was considered in [27], and

later improved in [19], by the same authors, to have an order

optimal sum-regret of O (log T ).
Recently, it has been shown in [28] (which improved [29])

that achieving a sum-regret of near-O (log T ) is possible even

without communication between users and with a matrix of

expected rewards. The algorithm in [28] is general but has a

slow convergence rate in T . It can be regarded as a multi-

channel ALOHA protocol where only the collision indicator

is available. In this paper, we adopt a more practical and

advanced communication approach using CSMA and achieve

an order optimal sum-regret of O (log T ). Our algorithm still

does not require any communication between users, and each

device only needs to sense a single channel at a time (instead

of simultaneously all of them as in [19]). It is made possible

by adding assumptions that are always valid from a practical

perspective: the expected rewards i.e. Quality of Service (QoS)

are integer multiplications of a common resolution Δmin, and

a device can choose not to transmit on any channel and instead

only to sense a single channel of its choice. Our algorithm is

much easier and less costly to implement than that of [19] and

has a much better convergence time than that of [28].

The literature on distributed channel allocation without

learning, where the CSI is assumed to be known, is vast

and we can only cover part of it here. Recently there has

been growing interest in distributed spectrum optimization for

frequency selective channels, where the assignment problem

arises. However, most of the work done in this field relies

on explicit exchange of CSI. Several suboptimal approaches

that do not require information sharing have been suggested

[30]–[33]. In [30], a greedy approach to the channel assign-

ment problem was introduced. In [31] and [32], the use of

opportunistic carrier sensing was combined with the Gale-

Shapley algorithm for stable matching [34] to provide a fully

distributed stable channel assignment. This solution basically

achieves the greedy channel assignment and analysis of this

technique for Rayleigh fading channels was done in [33].

Game theory is often used to design distributed channel al-

location algorithms [35]–[42]. In [35] the channel assignment

problem was formulated as a many-to-one matching game

under the limitation that each primary channel can only be

assigned to one secondary user. In [36], an algorithm was

proposed based on a game with utility design that leads to an

asymptotically optimal performance in all Nash equilibrium.

In [37] the spectrum sharing problem between D2D pairs

and multiple co-located cellular networks was formulated as a

Bayesian non-transferable utility overlapping coalition forma-

tion game. Nash bargaining solutions for channel allocation

were considered in [38]–[40], and distributed allocation using

multichannel ALOHA and potential games was considered in

[41], [42].

The auction algorithm has been extensively used to solve a

variety of assignment problems. It gets its name from operating

similarly to an auction. As in this paper and many others, the

auction algorithm may have nothing to do with actual auctions

that rely on economic and game-theoretic principles, as was

done in [43]–[46]. In [47] the auction algorithm was used to

solve the channel assignment problem for the uplink, using
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the base station as the auctioneer. In [48] a distributed auction

algorithm with shared memory was used for switch scheduling.

In [49] it was shown that a modification of the auction

algorithm is equivalent to max product belief propagation.

However, all these modified auction algorithms require a base

station or shared memory, which prevents them from being

fully distributed. In addition, all these algorithms, including

[15] that is being used here, assume that the CSI is known

to the users. Our algorithm generalizes the distributed CSMA

auction algorithm [15] to an online learning framework.

B. Outline

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes

the system model and our network assumptions. Section III

discusses our novel MAC protocol and explains the details

of the algorithm. Section IV analyzes the exploration and

auction phases of our algorithm, and provides theoretical

performance guarantees. Section V provides simulation results

of our algorithm on practical LTE channels, along with a

performance comparison. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an ad hoc network with a set of transmitter-

receiver pairs (links) N = {1, . . . , N} and a set of channels

K = {1, . . . ,K}, where K ≥ N . Each channel consists

of several OFDMA sub-carriers, and each link uses a single

channel. In the case of more users than channels (N > K), a

combined OFDMA-TDMA (time division multiple access) can

be used instead in order to have enough resources for all users.

However, since this is a trivial consequence of our analysis

which only complicates the notation, we choose to focus on

the case of a single time slot without TDMA. The number

of channels K is chosen by the protocol designer to be large

enough to support N links in an environment with outside

interferers where some of the channels can be very poor and

practically unavailable. The identity and number of subcarriers

that constitute each channel can also be optimized with respect

to the typical channels used by the significant interferes. Links

may use multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) transmission,

with different capabilities for each link.

We consider that the links are located in a geographical

proximity in an area that typically includes other coexisting

networks nearby. This is relevant, for example, for WiFi net-

works and Internet of Things (IoT) networks. As a result, each

receiver experiences alien interference from the transmission

of other users. Due to the geometry of the links and the

different channels used by different interferers, the average

interference is different for each receiver in our network. A toy

example of our network with K = N = 6 is depicted in Fig.

1. The channel used by each link is indicated by the color of

the arrow between its transmitter and receiver. Outside the area

of the network there are four major interferers that use four of

the six available channels. In this example, links successfully

avoid using channels with significant interference at their

receiver side. This outside transmissions can be constant over

time or bursty, and may overlap any part of the subcarriers

used by a particular link. In addition, the fading of the channel
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Fig. 1. System model of a network with K = N = 6 with four major
interferers outside the area of the network.

may cause significant changes to the channel gains of the

subcarriers.

As any modern device, the transmitter and receiver of

each link adopt techniques such as adaptive beamforming and

modulation together with interleaving and coding for fading

channels in order to provide a stable (on average) and reliable

communication for the users. However, since the channel

statistics and the interference pattern are initially unknown,

each link needs to learn them online as fast as possible in

order to deduce which QoS that it can support.

In practical systems, while the quality of the physical

conditions is continuous, the number of available transmission

schemes (e.g., coding and modulation scheme: 64QAM +

3/4 rate LDPC, BPSK + 1/2 rate Turbo code, and so on) is

always discrete. It is noted that the instantaneous QoS (which

can be regarded as an SNR) is continuous and measured on

a finer scale such that the average value will be accurate.

Thus, the measured QoS is an instantaneous QoS of a single

time slot and the quantized QoS is the QoS that the device

can support on average over time. Each link estimates the

physical conditions to identify the best transmission scheme

supported by the channel. Following this reasoning, we assume

that there is some resolution for the supported QoS (e.g.,

100 Kbps), we denote by Δmin. The supported QoS set is

Q � {Q1, . . . , QM} where for each i, Qi = liΔmin for a

non-negative integer li and 0 < Q1 < · · · < QM . The QoS

experienced by link n using channel i is denoted by Qn,i.

A value in this set may represent the weighted quality of

a combination of parameters, e.g., 1 Mbps for Internet, 256
Kbps for voice and 10 Mbps for video. In general, different

links have a subset of different possible QoS values from Q
due to different capabilities, e.g., number of transmitting and

receiving antennas. Being part of the standard of the protocol,

we assume that the parameters Δmin and Δmax = QM −Q1

are known to all devices.

We assume that the time is slotted and indexed by t, such

that in each time slot, L OFDM symbols are transmitted. The

number of OFDM symbols per time slot L can be designed
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to match the coherence time of the channel, such that the CSI

typically changes every time slot. Hence, we assume a fast-

fading scenario where the coherence time is proportional to an

OFDM symbol duration. The links are active for a total of T
time slots, where T is unknown in advance by the links. We

assume that each link can sense a single channel at each time

slot, which is the channel they use, and detect whether other

links are transmitting on this channel. The chosen channel of

link n at time t is denoted by an (t). Naturally, links can

choose not to transmit at all at a given time slot, which is

denoted an (t) = 0. Non-transmitting links can still sense

transmissions on a single chosen channel. In each time slot

t, each link measures the instantaneous QoS qn,i (t) by using

a finer resolution than that of Q, in order for the estimation

of the average to be accurate.

The instantaneous QoS qn,i (t) captures the fast-fading of

the channel, bursty interference and other measurement noise.

It is naturally measured at the receiver by measuring the

instantaneous SNR at a given channel. Since the transmitter

adapts its transmission scheme to provide stable and reliable

communication over time, the rapidly changing qn,i (t) do not

determine how good a channel is, but only their average does.

The instantaneous QoS needs to be continuous (or at least with

a high resolution) such that the measurements are accurate

leading to a good estimate for the average QoS that the device

can support. The independence assumption for different n is

justified since the fading patterns of different devices, typically

located a few meters apart, are independent [50]. In fact, this

independence assumption even holds for different antennas of

the same MIMO transceiver [51]. Note that QoS {Qn,i} can

be similar for close by users that are affected by the same

alien interferer. The distribution of qn,i (t) is bounded since

Q1 ≤ qn,i (t) ≤ QM , and can be either discrete or continuous

due to arbitrarily fine measurements.

While our approach is fully distributed, we assume that

the links in the network are synchronized, so all devices use

the same reference clock. This is typical to many distributed

communications networks, e.g. WiFi and any practical slotted

CSMA or ALOHA. Common synchronization techniques use

global positioning system (GPS) or any other beacon that can

be broadcasted to the devices in the network on a much slower

time scale, or converge to a global synchronization using local

connections and consensus protocols [52].

We model qn,i (t) as i.i.d. sequence in time, independent for

different n or i. The distribution of qn,i (t) is bounded since

Q1 ≤ qn,i (t) ≤ QM , and can be either discrete or continuous

due to arbitrarily fine measurements.

Define the set of links that are transmitting on channel i at

time t by

Ni (t) = {n | an (t) = i} . (1)

Define the no-collision indicator of channel i at time t by

ηi (t) =

{
0

∣∣∣Ni (t)
∣∣∣ > 1

1 o.w.
. (2)

The instantaneous reward of link n at time t from transmitting

on channel an is

rn,an
(t) = qn,an

(t) ηan
(t) . (3)

The theoretical guarantee of our algorithm is formulated using

the well-known notion of regret, defined as follows.

Definition 1. The total regret is defined as the random variable

R =
T∑

t=1

N∑
n=1

Q∗
n −

T∑
t=1

N∑
n=1

qn,an(t) (t) ηan(t) (t) . (4)

The value Q∗
n is the expectation of the QoS of the channel

that link n is assigned to:

a∗ = arg max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qn,an
. (5)

The expected total regret R̄ � E {R} is the average of (4)

over the randomness of the rewards {rn,i (t)}t that dictate the

random channel choices {an (t)}.

III. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

We design a novel MAC protocol where each link runs

distributedly in order to maximize the total sum of QoS (over

all users). In the original auction algorithm, an auctioneer is

needed to collect the bids and compute the highest bidder.

Such an auctioneer is not available in a distributed wireless

network. The algorithm in [15] exploits the CSMA mechanism

to bypass the need for an auctioneer and by doing that, im-

plements the auction algorithm distributedly. For this purpose,

links compute a continuous back-off time that is decreasing

with their bid. The highest bidder for a particular channel

is simply the first link which accesses this channel. Since

we assume all links can sense the channel that they choose,

all links will agree on which link is the highest bidder for

their channel. Note that we do not analyze selfish links, but

consider devices that are programmed to run our designed

MAC protocol in a cooperative manner. This is the way that

most MAC protocols operate.

The key advantage of the proposed OALA algorithm is that

it only requires from each receiver to sense if there are trans-

missions on a single channel, which is a basic requirement.

We assume that all links are at a sensing distance from each

other (a fully-connected network). As is common in CSMA

systems, this assumption can be relaxed using request to send

or clear to send (RTS/CTS) protocols where the RTS/CTS

messages are much shorter and have higher priority in trans-

mission. For simplicity of exposition, we ignore this aspect.

However, as opposed to [19], the links do not know which

transmission belongs to which link. This is the scenario in

practice with wireless links located in close enough proximity.

In our protocol, links do not need to distinguish between the

transmission of other links, which may require decoding an ID

for each link. Moreover, it can be extremely computationally

demanding in practice to separate colliding transmissions and

discern the IDs involved. Sensing a single channel at a time

instead of all the K channels is another major advantage of

our algorithm over [19]. We also note that the computational

complexity of running Algorithm 1 for each device is O (K),
since maximization over a K-sized vectors is required.
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each time slot
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using CSMA
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L OFDM Symbols

Auction Phase FrameExploration & Exploitation Phase Frames

Fig. 2. The k-th packet of Algorithm 1: Online auction based learning
algorithm.

We divide the T time slots into packets with a dynamic

length, one starting immediately after the other. Each packet

is further divided into three phases: exploration, auction and

exploitation. The following subsections describe these three

phases, for the k-th packet.

A. Exploration Phase

The exploration phase has a length of c1 time-slots in each

packet, and is used for estimating the expected reward in

each channel, as given in the exploration phase of Algorithm

1. During this phase, links choose channels uniformly and

independently at random. The estimated values are artificially

dithered in order to avoid ties in the subsequent auction phase.

This amounts to adding small artificial uniformly distributed

noise. Collisions can be excluded from each link’s estimation

since they result in zero reward. If c1 is large enough, then

the probability that the estimation leads to a wrong optimal

solution in the auction phase is “very small”. This phase adds

a O (log T ) to the expected total regret.

1) Unknown T and N : The exploration phase does not

require the links to know the total number of links N or the

total duration of transmission T . Hence, links cannot use a

single long enough exploration phase at the beginning, since

they want the exploration error probability to be designed

according to T and N . The packet structure in Fig. 2 maintains

the required balance. In each packet, only a constant number

c1 of time slots is dedicated to exploration, but the estimation

of the k-th exploration phase uses all the previous exploration

phases.

2) Dither: The estimated QoS of the channels is needed for

the next auction phase to converge to the optimal allocation.

However, due to its distributed nature, ties cannot be arbitrarily

broken. Hence, the exploration phase needs to output accurate

enough estimates that guarantee that there will be no ties in

the bids in the auction algorithm. For that purpose, after the

estimation of the expected QoS is completed, artificial dither

noise is added to the estimated values. This dither values are

generated in advance independently and uniformly at random

on a small interval.

B. Auction Phase

The auction phase has a length of⌈
4K2N

(
QM

Δmin
+ 1

N

) (
2b(k) + 1

)⌉
time slots in the k-th

packet, which is the convergence time of the distributed

auction algorithm, as dictated by Lemma 5 (given in the next

section). In this phase, the links run the distributed auction of

[15] on the estimated expected rewards using b (k) bits for the

quantized back-off time. In the distributed auction algorithm,

links iteratively update their virtual bids {Bn,i} and bid on

the different channels. In order to do that, they keep track

of the “maximum profit” or the best channel and the second

“maximum profit” channel. They then bid only on their best

channel. In general, the parameter ε captures the tradeoff

between the accuracy of the solution and the convergence

time. For our purpose, we choose it to be small enough such

that the distributed auction always converges to the exact

optimal solution. Intuitively, this bidding mechanism allows

links to distributedly agree which of them will contribute a

larger term to the sum-rate (the objective), since their bid

for this link will eventually be higher. For example, a link

for which the best and second best channels are similar will

not insist on the best channel by raising the bid much, as

can be seen in (9) of Algorithm 1. To overcome the fact that

there is no auction-manager, the distributed auction maps the

bid of each link to a delay (CSMA back-off) of accessing

the channel. This allows the wireless channel to manage the

auction. The link with the highest bid for a channel accesses

the channel first, which can be detected by all other links. The

link who won the bid (accessed the channel first) changes its

state to “assigned”, and all other links that bid on this channel

become “unassigned”. Eventually, all links will be assigned,

and the assignment is guaranteed to be optimal. A complete

analysis of the distributed auction algorithm appears in [15].

In this paper we modify the distributed auction algorithm

such that it can be employed in an online learning setting.

This involves running the algorithm on dithered estimated QoS

instead of the actual ones, and distributedly agreeing on a fine

enough quantization of the CSMA back-off time. We suggest

a collision resolution step that begins after the distributed

auction algorithm. During the collision resolution, all links

that collided over a channel, due to an insufficient quantiza-

tion resolution, signal on channel 1. If some transmission is

detected on channel 1 by all other links, they can deduce that

the quantization of the back-off time was insufficient and they

increase the resolution.. We emphasize that with a continuous

back-off time, no ties in the bids are possible, so this problem

did not arise in [15].

1) Quantization of CSMA back-off time: The multi-armed

bandit problem uses a discrete time axis. Hence, a continuous

back-off time as used in [15] is not possible. From a practical

perspective, links cannot implement a truly continuous delay

but a quantized one. With integer quantized delays, it is

possible that two links use the same delay for the same

channel although their continuous bids are different. In this

case, they cannot agree on which of them won the bid and

got the channel. It is clear that for a fine enough quantization,

these bidding collisions will be avoided. However, due to the

distributed nature of the problem, links do not know in advance

what is considered a fine enough quantization. We propose a

collision resolution algorithm that increases the quantization

bits, described in step 3 in the Auction phase in Algorithm
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1. Links coordinate their quantization by employing a “voting

turn” that only uses the fact that all links can sense a single

channel of their choice. In this special time slot, links listen

to channel 1 which is used to signal if a collision occurred for

some of the links.

2) Convergence time of b(k): The function b (k) converges

to a constant that is independent of k. In practice, it is easy to

guarantee that b (0) is already large enough, but the designer

can shorten the convergence time by starting from smaller b (0)
values and let the algorithm find the minimal b (k) necessary.

C. Exploitation Phase

The exploitation phase has a length of c22
k time slots for

some constant c2. During this phase, the links transmit on the

channel that they are allocated in the auction phase. If the

exploration phase provided an accurate enough estimation of

the QoS and the CSMA back-off time uses enough bits for

quantization, then this phase adds no regret to the expected

total regret since the links use the optimal allocation.

In the following, we discuss the length of the time slots and

the overall communication overhead required for implement-

ing the proposed protocol:

Remark 1 (Length of time slot T ): In the problem

formulation, the length of the time slot is not specified. This

is done in order to keep the theoretical framework identical to

other multi-armed bandits algorithms and measure the regret

using the same scale. However, when implementing OALA (as

given in Algorithm 1) in practice, there is no need to assume

that all time slots are of equal length. In particular, the time

slots used to implement the CSMA back-off time can be much

shorter than time slots that are used to transmit a frame of L
OFDM symbols. The result, depicted in Fig. 2, is the well-

known structure of a CSMA frame, like that used in WiFi.

At the beginning of the k-th frame, a contention window of

2b(k) short slots is used, followed by the transmission over the

chosen channel, for a period of L OFDM symbols. During the

exploration and exploitation phases, no contention window is

required, which makes the overhead of the contention window

negligible compared to T .

Remark 2 (Communication overhead): The fact that the

exploitation phase takes an exponential number of time slots

does not mean that it takes a longer time in practice. In fact,

it only means that the lengths of the exploration and auction

phases are much shorter. Note that T is finite and can be set

by the designer. Therefore, even the last (longest) exploitation

phase can still consist of just a couple of thousands of OFDM

symbols, which amounts to only a few milliseconds. From a

practical point of view, this is the desirable packet structure

since the actual transmission takes the vast majority of the

OFDM symbols while the equivalents of the synchronization

header do not cause a significant overhead. The overhead

caused by the exploration and auction phases is naturally

measured by the sum of regrets as in (4).

The description of our OALA algorithm is given in Algo-

rithm 1 and the structure of the k-th packet of the protocol is

depicted in Fig. 2.

Algorithm 1 Online Auction based Learning Algorithm

(OALA)

Initialization Choose ε < Δmin
4K

. Set Vn,i (0) = 0 and sn,i (0) = 0
for all i and b (0) = 8.

1) Dither Values — Generate un,i for each i, independently and

uniformly distributed over
[
−Δmin

8N
, Δmin

8N

]
.

For t = 1, . . . , T (which determines k) do
A. Exploration Phase — For the next c1 time slots

1) Choose a channel i ∈ [1, ..,K] uniformly at random.
2) Receive the reward rn,i(t). Update Vn,i (t) = Vn,i (t− 1) +

ηi (t) and sn,i (t) = sn,i (t− 1) + rn,i (t), where ηi and rn,i

are defined in (2) and (3), respectively.
3) Create a dithered estimation of Qn,i by computing Qk

n,i =
si(t)
oi

+ un,i for i = 1, . . . ,K.

B. Auction Phase —set state unassigned and Bn,i = 0, ∀i.
For the next

⌈
4K2N

(
QM
Δmin

+ 1
N

)(
2b(k) + 1

)⌉
time slots

Each auction iteration do
1) If unassigned then

a) Calculate its own maximum profit:

γn = max
i

(
Qk

n,i −Bn,i

)
(6)

b) Calculate its own second maximum profit:

ĩn = argmax
k

(
Qk

n,i −Bn,i

)
(7)

wn = max
i �=ĩn

(
Qk

n,i −Bn,i

)
(8)

c) Update the bid for its best channel ĩn:

Bn,̃in
= Bn,̃in

+ γn − wn + ε (9)

2) During the next 2b(k) time slots —Sense the channel ĩn after a
back-off time of

τn = fb(k)
(
Bn,̃in

)
(10)

time slots, where fb(k) is a quantization of some decreasing

function f (e.g., f (x) = 2b(k) − x) using b (k) bits, such that
0 ≤ τn ≤ 2b(k).

a) If the channel is not busy set state to assigned and to
unassigned otherwise.

3) Collision Resolution — In the τmax = 2b(k) + 1 time slot

a) Transmit over channel 1 if it is assigned a channel with a
collision.

b) If links sense a transmission on channel 1, then they update
b (k + 1) = b (k) + 1.

End
C. Exploitation Phase — for the next c22

k time slots

a) Transmit over the channel assigned at the end of the auction
phase.

End
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IV. REGRET PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the performance of the explo-

ration and auction phases of the proposed protocol and provide

our main result: The expected sum regret is an order optimal

regret of O (log T ).

A. Exploration Phase — Estimation of the QoS

In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the

exploration phase and its contribution to the expected sum-

regret. The distributed algorithm of [15] assumes each device

knows its CSI, or the possible QoS each channel supports.

Our algorithm lifts this assumption by working on online

estimations of the CSI (or QoS) instead. Each link obtains

these estimations by randomly exploring the different K
channels and averaging the instantaneous measurements of the

QoS of each channel.

The following lemma characterizes the required estimation

accuracy of the exploration phase, taking into account the

dither noise.

Lemma 1 (Accuracy of Exploration Phase). Denote the
dithered estimations of the expected QoS values in packet k
by

{
Qk

n,i

}
. Assume that

∣∣Qk
n,i −Qn,i − un,i

∣∣ ≤ Δ for each
link n and channel i for some positive Δ. If Δ < 3Δmin

8N , then

arg max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qn,a(n) = arg max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,a(n). (11)

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that if Qk
n,i and

Qn,i are close enough for every i and n, then the optimal

assignment on
{
Qk

n,i

}
and {Qn,i} must be identical. For

details see Appendix A.

The following lemma concludes this subsection by provid-

ing an upper bound for the probability that the estimation

for packet k failed. The fact that this error probability ex-

ponentially vanishes with k, allows us to limit the number of

exploration time slots to c1, keeping the overhead caused by

the exploration phase negligible.

Lemma 2 (Exploration Error Probability). Denote the dithered
estimations of the expected QoS values in packet k by

{
Qk

n,i

}
.

If the length of the exploration phase satisfies

c1 ≥ Kmax

{
81
2 K, 128

9

(
Δmax

Δmin

)2

N2

}
, then after the k-th

packet, we have

Pe,k � Pr

(
max
n,i

∣∣Qk
n,i −Qn,i

∣∣ > 3Δmin

8N

)
≤ 3NKe−k.

(12)

Proof: The proof uses Hoeffding’s bound on both∣∣Qk
n,i −Qn,i

∣∣ and the number of samples of Qn,i without

collision. For details see Appendix B.

B. Auction Phase — Converging to the Optimal Allocation

As discussed in Section III-B1, we use the collision res-

olution algorithm to increase the quantization bits in order

to avoid collision. Another issue to be resolved is when

the continuous bids of two links m and n are identical,

Bn,i = Bm,j . Since there is no auctioneer, the links cannot

agree on an arbitrary tie braking without communication.

Hence, identical bids can prevent the CSMA auction algorithm

from converging to the optimal solution. In order to avoid

this problem, the auction phase uses a noisy version of the

estimated expected rewards from the exploration phase. This

noise is an artificial dither added by the links independently

such that the probability for identical bids will be zero.

Lemma 3. After the k-th exploration phase we have
Pr (Bn,i = Bm,j) = 0 for any n �= m and any i, j.

Proof: Due to the continuous (uniform) distribution of

uk
n,i and uk

m,j , for any m �= n and i, j, the probability that

Qk
n,i =

si(t)
oi

+ uk
n,i = Qk

m,j =
sj(t)
oj

+ uk
m,j is zero. Since any

bid Bn,i is a linear combination of rewards and ε, also the

probability that at a certain iteration of the auction algorithm

Bn,i = Bm,j is zero.

We emphasize that Lemma 3, and Lemma 4 (as given

below), only help to show (in Lemma 5) that Algorithm 1

eventually converges to the optimal solution. Links start trans-

mitting data from the first packet, using a possibly suboptimal

allocation in the exploitation phase. Hence, Algorithm 1 is

likely to perform well much before convergence to the optimal

allocation occurred. Nevertheless, our simulations in Section

VI suggest that convergence to the optimal allocation occurs

very fast, already in the first or the second packet.

Lemma 4. Algorithm 1 converges to some final value bf , i.e.,
there exists a k0 such that b(k) = bf for all k > k0.

Proof: Consider two different bids Bn,i �= Bm,j of two

different links n �= m, and assume that after quantization to

b (k) bits we have fb(k) (Bn,i) = fb(k) (Bm,j). In this case,

links will detect a collision after the auction phase and will

increase the number of bits used for quantization. Since Bn,i−
Bm,j is a sum of rewards and some multiplication of ε, for

large enough b (k) = b∗, we have f (Bn,i) �= f (Bm,j) for any

m,n, i, j such that n �= m and Bn,i �= Bm,j . Hence, b (k) will

not increase above b∗, since collisions between Bn,i �= Bm,j

cannot occur with b (k) = b∗. Collisions from identical bids

Bn,i = Bm,j do not occur simply because their probability is

zero, as shown in Lemma 3.

Lemma 5 (Auction Convergence). Assume that b(k′) = bf
for all k′ > k. If the k-th exploration phase succeeded, then
the k-th auction phase converges to an allocation a1, . . . , aN

such that
∣∣∣∣∑N

n=1 Q
k
n,an

− max
a1,...,aN

∑N
n=1 Q

k
n,an

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε with

less than KN
εk

(
QM + Δmin

8N

)
2b(k) time slots with probabil-

ity 1. If ε < Δmin

4K , then the auction phase converges to
argmax

a

∑N
n=1 Qn,an

.

Proof: The proof follows from the convergence and

performance guarantees proven in [15] together with Lemma

1. For details see Appendix C.

Our main Theorem is formulated as follows.

Theorem 1 (Main Result). Assume that the instantaneous
QoS {qn,i (t)}t are independent in n and i.i.d in time t, with
expectations Qn,i ∈ {Q1, . . . , QM} such that Qi = liΔmin for
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Fig. 3. Performance evaluation over i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel. Simulation
parameters are: N = K = 10, explore length= 800 OFDM symbols, and
auction length = 500 OFDM symbols.

a non-negative integer li and a positive Δmin, and Q1 < . . . <
QM . Denote Δmax = QM −Q1. Let each link run Algorithm
1 with ε < Δmin

4K and an exploration phase of length

c1 ≥ Kmax

{
81

2
K,

128

9

(
Δmax

Δmin

)2

N2

}
. (13)

Then, the expected sum of regrets is R̄ ∼ O (log T ).

Proof: Lemma 5 shows that if the exploration phase

succeeds and enough bits are used for the CSMA back-off

quantization, then the exploitation phase contributes no regret

to the sum of regret. Moreover, Lemma 2 upper bounds the

error probability of the exploration phase. The bound implies

that it decreases exponentially with k. The proof follows by

bounding from above the expected regret using these two facts.

For details see Appendix D.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of Algo-

rithm 1 using computer simulations. We compare the proposed

OALA algorithm (by simulating Algorithm 1) with the cen-

tralized Hungarian method, random channel selection and the

E3 algorithm in [19]. The Hungarian method requires some

central entity to know the CSI of all users. Requiring much
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Fig. 4. Performance evaluation over LTE fading channel. Simulation param-
eters are: N = K = 10, explore length= 800 OFDM symbols, and auction
length = 500 OFDM symbols.

less information, the E3 algorithm assumes that each user can

decode the channel chosen by all other users. The proposed

algorithm requires significantly less information — each user

only needs to sense whether there is a transmission on a given

channel. The role of the simulations is to show that despite our

much stricter information constraints, our algorithm performs

as well as the E3 algorithm and the optimal Hungarian

algorithm. The comparison with the random channel selection

assures that an algorithm that does not strive to converge to the

optimal allocation performs very badly. This serves to show

that the problem is far from being degenerated or trivial.

We verify our algorithm under various network scenarios

consisting of different path losses and fading environments.

The channel is divided into N sub-channels and we use N =
K = 10. The transmit power spectral density (PSD) is fixed at

12dBm/Hz for each user. The users are assumed to be moving

at a speed of 3km/h. We used a transmission duration of T =
105 time slots, with a single OFDM symbol per time slot

(L = 1). Our transmission packet (see Fig. 2) has exploration

phase of 800 OFDM symbols and an auction phase of 500
OFDM symbols. Each experiment consists of averaging 1000
independent realizations.

First, we consider an ad hoc network of N links uniformly

distributed in a disk of radius 500 m. The central carrier
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Fig. 5. Performance evaluation over LTE fading channel with alien interfer-
ence. Simulation parameters: N = K = 10, explore length= 500 OFDM
symbols, and auction length = 500 OFDM symbols.

frequency was 2 GHz with a per-user transmission bandwidth

of 200 KHz. The path loss is computed using path loss

exponent of α = 4. We consider two types of channel models:

i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channel and the extended pedestrian A

model (EPA) of the LTE standard with 9 random taps. In Fig.

3a, we compare the sum-regret performance of our algorithm

to that of the E3 algorithm [19] under an i.i.d. Rayleigh fading

channel. It is evident that the performance of both algorithms is

essentially identical, despite the fact that our algorithm uses no

communication between users in contrast to the E3 algorithm.

Both algorithms have an expected sum-regret increasing as

log T . Both converge to the optimal allocation quite rapidly. In

Fig. 3b, we present the spectral efficiency of both algorithms

together with the 90% and 95% outage (worst realizations).

It can be seen that the performance of the OALA algorithm

is similar to that of the E3 algorithm. It also shows that

the proposed algorithm approaches the optimal performance

within a few packets, which is much better than a random

selection and behaves very similarly in all realizations. We

have repeated the above experiment for the more realistic

scenario of LTE channels in Fig. 4. This again confirms that

our performance is identical to that of the E3 algorithm with

significantly reduced communication and sensing overheads.
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluation over 5G fading channel. Simulation parame-
ters: N = K = 10, explore length= 800 OFDM symbols, and auction length
= 500 OFDM symbols.

Next, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed algo-

rithm in the presence of alien interference for LTE channels

in Fig. 5. In this scenario, we consider four interferers that

use four out of K = 10 available channels. These interfering

nodes are randomly located outside the network disk and

within a distance of 500 m from the annular region of the

disk. It can be seen from the right graph in Fig. 5 that the

spectral efficiency is reduced by ~2 bits/sec/Hz. However, the

proposed algorithm achieves the optimal performance within

few thousand symbols similar to the interference-free case,

as shown in Fig. 4. This scenario again confirms that our

performance is identical to that of the E3 algorithm.

Finally, we consider a 5G system consisting of pathloss,

short-term fading, and long-term shadowing. We compute path

loss from empirical models of urban macro (UMa) in the

distance range of 45m to 1429m and urban micro-street canyon

(UMi-SC) in the distance range of 19m to 272m [53], [54].

The shadowing factor is 6dB and 7.8dB the UMa and UMi-SC

models, respectively. The fading channel consists of tapped

delay line (TDL-A) model with 23 taps and a delay spread

of 100ns. The central carrier frequency is 6GHz with a per-

user transmission bandwidth of 720KHz. The results in Fig.

6 demonstrate that the all the realistic channel phenomena we
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simulate do not prevent the proposed algorithm from quickly

converging to the optimal solution.

The simulations in this section provide additional solid

support that our algorithm offers the same performance as [19]

with significantly less overhead. Another important finding is

that the exploration phase from a theoretical perspective needs

to satisfy (13) can be much shorter in practice. This happens

since in real scenarios, a correct estimation of all expected

QoS is unnecessary, as most of them never appear during

the iterations of the distributed auction algorithm. Hence, the

learning overhead of our algorithm is negligible in practice.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a novel online auction based

learning algorithm for channel allocation over wireless chan-

nels where links initially have no estimation for the statistics

of the channels. Learning the statistics of the channels in real-

time (exploration) comes at the expanse of using the best

known channels (exploitation). The scenario is modelled by

a multi-player multi-armed bandit problem where a collision

occurs if two or more links transmit on the same channel. We

proved that our algorithm achieves the optimal order of regret

— O (log T ). Our algorithm is based on a distributed auction

algorithm that uses CSMA to avoid the need for an auctioneer

(base station). In contrast to the state-of-the-art algorithms,

our algorithm requires neither centralized management nor

any communication between devices, which makes it very

relevant to cognitive ad-hoc networks. Our algorithm only

requires sensing a single channel at each time slot, which

is K times less than the state-of-the-art algorithms. Only a

detection of whether there are transmissions on this channel

is required, and no decoding and demixing operations are

needed to discern which user chose which channel. From a

practical point of view, this results in a significant complexity

reduction of the physical layer design. Simulations show that

our algorithm performs very well on realistic LTE and 5G

channels.

APPENDIX A

PROOF OF LEMMA 1: ACCURACY OF EXPLORATION PHASE

Proof: Recall that Δmin = min
i �=j

|Qi −Qj |. For all n and i

we have Qk
n,i = Qn,i+zn,i+un,i such that |un,i| ≤ Δmin

8N , and

we assume that |zn,i| ≤ Δ. In the perturbed assignment prob-

lem, an optimal assignment a1 ∈ arg max
a1,...,aN

∑N
n=1 Qn,an

performs at least as well as

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,a1

n
=

N∑
n=1

(
Qn,a1

n
+ zn,a1

n
+ un,a1

n

)

≥
N∑

n=1

Qn,a1(n) −
(
Δ+

Δmin

8N

)
N. (14)

Any non-optimal assignment a performs at most as well as

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,an

≤
N∑

n=1

(
Qn,a2

n
+ zn,an + un,an

)

≤
N∑

n=1

Qn,a2
n
+

(
Δ+

Δmin

8N

)
N, (15)

where a2 is an assignment with the second best objective. For

any two allocations a �= a′ with a different sum of QoS we

have

N∑
n=1

Qn,an
−

N∑
n=1

Qn,a′
n
≥ Δmin. (16)

We conclude that for any non optimal a

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,a1

n
−

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,an

≥
(a)

(
N∑

n=1

Qn,a1
n
−

N∑
n=1

Qn,a2
n

)

−
(
2Δ +

Δmin

4N

)
N ≥

(b)

3Δmin

4
− 2ΔN >

(c)
0 (17)

where (a) follows from (14) and (15), (b) from (16) and (c)

holds for Δ < 3Δmin

8N .

APPENDIX B

PROOF OF LEMMA 2: EXPLORATION ERROR PROBABILITY

Proof: After the k-th exploration phase, the number of

samples that are used for estimating the expected QoS is

Te (k) = c1k. Let An,i (t) be the indicator that is equal to

one if only link n chose channel i at time slot t. Also define

Vn,i (t) �
∑

τ An,i (τ), which is the number of times that link

n has used channel i with no collision, up to time slot t and

define Vmin = min
n,i

Vn,i (t). Recall that Δmax = QM −Q1 and

define the estimation error of channel i for link n by

ξn,i �
∣∣∣∣ 1

Vn,i (t)

∑
An,i (τ) rn,i (τ)−Qn,i

∣∣∣∣ , (18)

Denote by E the event in which there exists a link n that

has ξn,i ≥ Δ for some channel i. We have

Pr (E|Vmin = v) = Pr

(
K⋃
i=1

N⋃
n=1

{ξn,i ≥ Δ |Vmin = v}
)

≤
(a)

NKmax
n,i

Pr (ξn,i ≥ Δ |Vmin = v) ≤
(b)

2NKe
− 2Δ2

Δ2
max

v
.

(19)

where (a) follows by taking the union bound over all links

and channels and (b) from using Hoeffding’s inequality for

bounded variables [55]. Since the exploration phase consists

of uniform and independent arm choices we have

Pr (An,i (t) = 1) =
1

K

(
1− 1

K

)N−1

. (20)
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Therefore

Pr

(
Vmin <

Te (k)

4K

)
= Pr

(
K⋃
i=1

N⋃
n=1

{
Vn,i (t) ≤ Te (k)

4K

})

≤
(a)

NK Pr

(
V1,1 (t) ≤ Te (k)

4K

)

≤
(b)

NKe
−2 1

K2

(
(1− 1

K )
N−1− 1

4

)2
Te(k) ≤

(c)
NKe−

2
81K2 Te(k),

(21)

where (a) follows from the union bound, (b) from Hoeffding’s

inequality for Bernoulli random variables and (c) since K ≥ N

and
(
1− 1

K

)K−1 − 1
4 ≥ e−1 − 1

4 > 1
9 . We conclude that

Pe,k ≤ Pr (E) =

Te(k)∑
v=0

Pr (E|Vmin = v) Pr (Vmin = v) ≤
�Te(k)

4K �∑
v=0

Pr (Vmin = v)

+

Te(k)∑
	Te(k)

4K 
+1

Pr (E|Vmin = v) Pr (Vmin = v)

≤ Pr

(
Vmin <

Te (k)

4K

)
+ Pr

(
E| Vmin ≥ Te (k)

4K

)

≤
(a)

2NKe
− Δ2c1

2KΔ2
max

k
+NKe−

2c1k

81K2 , (22)

where (a) follows from (19) and (21). We choose Δ = 3Δmin

8N

and c1 = Kmax

{
81
2 K, 128

9

(
Δmax

Δmin

)2

N2

}
to obtain

Pe,k ≤ 2NKe
− 9Δ2

minc1

128KΔ2
maxN2 k

+NKe−
2c1k

81K2 ≤ 3NKe−k.
(23)

APPENDIX C

PROOF OF LEMMA 5: AUCTION CONVERGENCE

Proof: In [15, Lemma 3] it is shown that the number of

iterations Iauc of the distributed auction algorithm with ε is

bounded by

Iauc ≤ KN +
K

ε

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,i ≤

(a)
KN +

KN

ε

(
QM +

Δmin

8N

)
,

(24)

where (a) follows since Qk
n,i ≤ QM + Δmin

8N for all n and i.

Note that each iteration of the auction phase takes 2b(k) + 1
time slots. If the k-th exploration phase succeeded we have

max
n,i

∣∣Qk
n,i −Qn,i

∣∣ < 3Δmin

8N . For any two allocation a �= a′

with a different sum of QoS we have∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qn,an
−

N∑
n=1

Qn,a′
n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ Δmin (25)

Hence∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qk
n,an

−
N∑

n=1

Qk
n,a′

n

∣∣∣∣∣ =∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qk
n,an

−
N∑

n=1

Qn,an +

N∑
n=1

Qn,an

−
N∑

n=1

Qn,a′
n
+

N∑
n=1

Qn,a′
n
−

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,a′

n

∣∣∣∣∣
≥
(a)

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qn,an
−

N∑
n=1

Qn,a′
n

∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,an

−
N∑

n=1

Qn,an

∣∣∣∣∣
−

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qk
n,a′

n
−

N∑
n=1

Qn,a′
n

∣∣∣∣∣ >(b) Δmin − 3Δmin

4
≥ Δmin

4
,

(26)

where (a) follows from the reverse triangle inequality and (b)

from (25) and max
n,i

∣∣Qk
n,i −Qn,i

∣∣ < 3Δmin

8N .

Denote by ã the allocation after the convergence of the

auction phase. If ε < Δmin

4K , then Theorem 1 in [15] guarantees

that

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑

n=1

Qk
n,ãn

− max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,an

∣∣∣∣∣ < Δmin

4K
N ≤ Δmin

4
(27)

which, by (26), is only possible if

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,ãn

= max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qk
n,an

=
(a)

arg max
a1,...,aN

N∑
n=1

Qn,an

(28)

where (a) follows from Lemma 1 since we assume that the

k-th exploration phase succeeded.

APPENDIX D

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: MAIN RESULT

Proof: Denote the number of packets that start within T
time slots by E. Let k0 be the index of a sufficiently large

epoch. We compute the expected total regret as follows:

R̄ ≤
k0∑
k=1

R̄k︸ ︷︷ ︸
R̄0

+

E∑
k=k0+1

R̄k, (29)

where R̄k is the expected total regret of epoch k and R̄0 is a

constant with respect to T . Denote by Pe,k the error probability

of the exploration of epoch k. In Lemma 5, we prove that if the

exploration phase succeeded and the number of quantization

bits b (k) for the CSMA delay is large enough, then the auction

phase is guaranteed to converge to the optimal solution of

(5) for any ε < Δmin

4K . This optimal allocation is played in

the exploitation phase, which adds no additional regret to the

total regret. We prove in Lemma 2 that if (13) holds then,

Pe,k ≤ 3NKe−k. Hence, we obtain that for large enough k
such that b (k) is sufficiently large that
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R̄k ≤
(
c1 + 4K2N

(
QM

Δmin
+

1

N

)(
2b(k) + 1

))
NQM

+ 3NKc2

(
2

e

)k

NQM

≤ 2

(
c1 + 4K2N

(
QM

Δmin
+

1

N

)(
2bf + 1

))
NQM (30)

for some constant bf . We conclude that

R̄ ≤ R̄0 +

E∑
k=k0+1

R̄k

≤
(a)

R̄0 + 2

(
c1 + 4K2N

(
QM

Δmin
+

1

N

)(
2bf + 1

))
NQME

≤
(b)

R̄0 + 2

(
c1 + 4K2N

(
QM

Δmin
+

1

N

)(
2bf + 1

))

×NQM log2

(
T

c2
+ 2

)
(31)

where in (a) we used the fact that completing the last epoch

to be a full epoch only increases R̄k. In (b) we used T >∑E−1
k=1 c22

k ≥ c2
(
2E − 2

)
, which yields E ≤ log2

(
T
c2

+ 2
)

.
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